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Abstract 
The growing use of Internet among public masses and the abundant availability of public and private digital data in 
many real life applications have urged new and effective ways to ensure their security. Steganography is a new kind of 
secret communication used mainly to hide secret data inside other innocent digital mediums. As we know it is the art 
and science of writing hidden messages in such a technique that no one, separately from the sender and intended 
receiver, suspects the existence of the message, a form of security through obscurity. Most of existing steganographic 
techniques use digital multimedia files as cover mediums to hide secret data. This paper focuses on combining the 
strengths of cryptography and steganography for secured communication. This paper proposes a method of audio 
steganographic system that provides a unique platform to hide the secret information in audio file though the 
information in text.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Due to digitization, information and other works become easily available in digital form. So it is possible 
that when information exchange takes place during communication, an intruder may interpret with secret 
message to make copy of our secret information or to destroy our information. The first possibility may 
result into large-scale unauthorized copying which might weaken the melody, movie, book, and software 
publishing corporate and the other possibilities may result to damage of information which again results 
into miscommunication. These two troubles had specified significance to “Information Security”. At 
present, there are three major techniques that are being used for security reason: cryptography, 
watermarking, and steganography. Cryptography methods are depending on rendering the substance of a 
message distorted to unofficial person. In watermarking, data are concealed to carry some information 
about the cover medium such as ownership and copyright. Yet although cryptography and watermarking 
techniques are salient for reinforcing data protection, enhanced interest in exploring superior or 
complementary new techniques has been the focus of much ongoing research.  
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2. Cryptography 
 
Cryptography is the science of information security that uses mathematics to encrypt and decrypt data. The 
word is derived from the Greekkryptos, meaning hidden. Cryptography empowers us to store susceptible 
information or transmit it across insecure networks (like the Internet) so that it cannot be read by anyone 
except the intended recipient. Cryptography can also provide authentication for verifying the identity of 
someone or something [2]. 
Data that can be read and understood without any special measures is called plaintext or clear text. The way 
of disguising clear text in such a way as to hide its substance is called encryption. Plaintext that is 
encrypted results in undetectable rubbish called cipher text. Encryption ensures that information is hidden 
from anyone for whom it is not intended, still those who can see the encrypted data. The reverse process of 
encryption i.e. getting original plaintext from cipher text is called decryption. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Cryptography Process 

 
3. Steganography 
 
The word Steganography is came from the Greek word for covered writing and basically means “to conceal 
in natural sight”. As defined by Cachin [1] steganography is the art and science of communicating in such a 
way that the presence of a message cannot be readable. Easy steganographic methods have been in use for 
hundreds of years, although now by the growing use of files in an electronic format new techniques for 
information hiding have become possible.  
Steganography does not alter the structure of the confidential message, but conceals it within a cover file so 
that it cannot be seen. Information in a cipher text, for instance, might provoke suspicion on the part of the 
receiver while an “invisible” message created with steganographic techniques will not. In some other word, 
steganography inhibits an unintended recipient from suspecting that the data subsists. In addition, the safety 
of usual steganography system relies on secrecy of the data encoding scheme. Once the encoding scheme is 
known, the steganography system is defeated [3, 4]. 
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Fig. 2 Steganography Process. 

 
From figure, To minimize the difference between the cover- and the stego-medium, current steganography 
methods employ natural limitations in human auditory and viewable approaches. Picture and video based 
steganography depend on the limited human visual system to notice luminance variation at levels greater 
than 1 in 240 across uniform grey levels, or 1 in 30 across random patterns [5]. However, audio-based 
steganography exploits the masking effect property of the Human Auditory System (HAS) [6] 
Figure 3 shows how information hiding can be broken down into various fields. Steganography may be 
used to conceal a message intended for later retrieval by a specific person or group. In this case the purpose 
is to inhibit the message being detected by any other party.  
 
The other major area of steganography is copyright marking, where the information to be embedded is used 
to emphasize copyright over a document. Additional it can be further split into watermarking and 
fingerprinting. 

 
 

Fig. 3 Steganographic Area 

 
4. Audio Steganography 
 
In digital audio steganography system, covert message is inserted in audio file. The binary sequence of an 
audio file (cover object) is slightly changed by adding secret message in it. The audio file formats used by 
currently existing audio steganography software are WAV, AU, and even MP3 sound files. Audio 
steganography is a way of embedding information inside an audio signal. As data is embedded in the 
signal, the signal is get modified. This modification should not be made identified to the human ear. 
Inserting covert messages in audio file is more difficult than embedding messages in digital image. In order 
to hide secret messages, different techniques for inserting information in digital audio have been 
introduced. These methods range from simple algorithms which insert information in the form of noise in 
audio 
 
5. Related Work 
 
As mentioned above there are four main categories of audio steganography that are commonly used to hide 
information into auditory data: least significant bit coding, echo coding, phase coding and spread spectrum 
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coding. Each method varies in implementation, bandwidth, and covertness. The methods have advantages 
and disadvantages and they are typically used for differing applications. 
 
5.1 Least Significant Bit Encoding 
 
As the name implies least significant bit encoding (LSB encoding) deals with modifying the least 
significant bit of each audio frame in order to encode binary information. This is an inherently simple task 
and has the advantage of high bandwidth but is unfortunately easy to prevent. Small format changes that 
occur during file conversion, compression, or through preventative techniques, can easily contaminate the 
hidden data [7]. There have been proposed LSB coding methods, however, that utilize higher level bits in 
same fashion as the LSB method that are robust against some issues that are present in this category of 
audio steganography [8]. 
 
5.2 Echo Hiding 
 
The process of echo hiding involves inserting echoes with varying characteristics into discrete audio 
signals. Three echo parameters, amplitude, decay rate and offset (essentially the delay time of the echo) are 
applied in varying ways in order to successfully encode binary information. This method is very covert as 
each echo occurs below the audible limit of the human ear. The disadvantage of this technique is that the 
process can sometimes yield a noticeable mix of echoes which increases the risk for detection [7]. 
 
5.3 Phase coding 
 
Phase Coding addresses the issue of covertness and detectability as components of sound (modified phase) 
are much more difficult for the human ear to perceive than the addition or subtraction of noise. To 
implement this method the audio file is broken down into discrete chunks, separated into phase groups and 
then shifted according to the binary data being encoded. The main problem with this process is that 
modifications of audio phase allows for a relatively low quantity of stego-data. Thus this technique is 
relatively low bandwidth and is typically used for applications such as watermarking or copyrighting of 
audio files [7]. 
 
5.4 Spread Spectrum Coding 
 
The final type of audio steganography worth mentioning is Spectrum Coding. Spectrum Coding takes bits 
of information and randomly spreads them over the entire frequency spectrum [9]. It is similar to LSB but 
is more robust against steganalysis techniques. This procedure, however, is still somewhat vulnerable to 
detection as it can introduce noise into the audio file [7]. 
 
6. Proposed Method 
 
To overcome the drawbacks of obtainable system, a proficient encryption algorithm should be used. So the 
proposed system uses public key encryption algorithm through random based approach. It also provides a 
good platform to perform all steganographic techniques under one system. This system consists of text to 
audio, image to audio as well as audio to audio steganography. 
 
Step1: Input secret message. 
Step2: Encrypt secret message using key which is encrypted secret message. 
Step3: Convert cover audio file into bit stream. 
Step4: Find size of encrypted secret messages. 
Step5:   Convert each character of embedding secret messages into bit stream. 
 
Encryption for Cryptography: 
Step6:   Add two consecutive characters (in bit form) of encrypted secret message using half adder concept 
until end of file. 
Step7:  Get output and carry for each half adder.  
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Insertion for Steganograpy: 
Step8:     Replace first LSB and second LSB of each 16 bit of audio file with each bit of output and first of 
two consecutive character from MSB to LSB respectively that is stegano file 
  
Extraction for Seganogrphy: 
Step9:   Extract each first LSB and second LSB for each 16 bit of audio file. 
 
Decryption for Cryptography: 
Step10: For each second LSB (first one of two consecutive character) + ? = First LSB (output) using half 

adder 
? = Second of two consecutive characters 

Step11:  Find encrypted secret message. 

Step12: Get secret message from encrypted secret message using same key.  

 

 

              Fig. 4 Steganographic Flowchart. 
 

Implementation Snap Shot: 
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7. Conclusion 
 
Information security is a big challenge for computer users. This projected method is one of the instruments 
which allow the user to embed text or image or an audio data in cover media which is nothing but an audio 
signal under only one platform. There is no requiring going for different techniques of steganography. The 
stego object produced by described method is highly secured and prevent from vulnerability attacks. 
Review of proposed scheme has been discussed in this paper for embedding text or image or an audio data 
in cover audio file using public key encryption algorithm. Emphasis is on comparing proposed scheme with 
simple LSB based data hiding in audio. 
This steganography system is used for the transportation of high level or top secret documents between 
international governments also it allows for copyright protection on digital files using the message as a 
digital watermark. 
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